
Guided Reading Lesson Framework (annotated) 
Primary: 30 minutes 

 
 

Framework adapted from School District No. 27 Dynamic Guided Reading (2013) 
Book Introduction adapted from Pat Johnson’s presentation for Changing Results for Young Readers (April 10, 2014) 

 

“Remember, we are teaching readers, not the book.” Johnson & Keier 
“Our shifts in understanding came with the discovery that the reading process, rather than text levels, is the critical part of 
guided reading.” Burkins & Croft 

Date: 
 

Level: Title of new instructional level book:  

Warm-up (5 min.) 
Students individually reread aloud known/easy books at their independent levels to build fluency and confidence. 
Teacher observes reading behaviours (directionality, 1:1 matching, searching for information, identifying sight words, 

phrasing, expression, using punctuation, physical behaviours (finger-use, eyes on text), interest, and comments). 
 

Book Introduction (5-10 minutes) *longer for early readers 
Teacher interactively previews book emphasizing visuals, new words, and teaching focus so students can be successful. 

1. Look at cover: give title and short summary 
2. Engage: hook students with comment/question tied to teaching focus so they begin to predict meaning 
3. Book walk: point out some pictures/text features, implant new vocabulary/language structures 
4. Teach: model or remind students of teaching focus (below) 

*See Reading Behaviours: Early and Developing (1-14), Recommendations for Future Development of Reading Behaviours (1-44) 
 

Sources of Information (MSV Cueing) 
Meaning:  Does that make sense?  
Structure: Does that sound right? 
Visual:       Does that look right? 

Reading Strategies 
Think about what makes sense 
Use the pictures/text features 
Reread 
Use the first letter 
Look for chunks 
Skip, go back 
Flip the sound 
Use punctuation 

 
Access background knowledge 
Predict 
Connect 
Question 
Visualize 
Infer 
Synthesize 
Determine importance 
 

Guided Reading (10 min.) 
All students individually read aloud at their own rates, trying to use all sources of information (MSV) and multiple 
reading strategies independently and efficiently. 
*Early finishers reread book for different purpose (sight, new, or big words, pictures, expression, favourite parts). 

Teacher moves from student to student guiding/noting the development of each child’s reading process system.  
*Teacher observes and offers support only after child has tried several strategies without independent success. 
*See Prompts to Support the Use of Strategies 
  

Comprehension Check (2 min.) 
Teacher and students briefly discuss book to confirm and deepen meaning. Teacher reinforces teaching focus.  
 

Extending Activity (3-8 min.)   
Teacher extends reading through word work or writing about reading.   
Word Work: Phonological Awareness (oral) 
Rhyming 
Segmenting words and sentences 
Word Work: Phonics  
(white boards, magnetic letters, tiles, blank books) 
Sight words 
Word chunks: blends (bl), diagraphs (ph) 
Word parts: roots, affixes, compounds 
Vowel patterns (ea) 
Contractions 
Homonyms 
 

Writing about Reading  
(white boards, blank books, chart paper, sentence strips) 

Interactive writing: Together compose a sentence or 
two about the book. 
Dictation: Read a sentence from the book and 
students write it. Emphasize spacing, punctuation, 
quick writing and correct spelling of sight words. 
Sentence strips: Write sentence on strips, cut up (by 
phrases, words, chunks), and have students rebuild. 
 


